
Name____________________________

Today's Date_______  Due Date_______
...and info I need to know...

1.  Title of piece, placed in quotes:  __________________________________________

2.  Total number of measures: ________

3.  What is the time signature: ________   What is the tempo marking and the metronome marking ___________________

4.  Is there a tempo change?  yes   no       If yes, where: ____________   To what? ________________________________

5.  What note receives one count or beat - write the word and draw the note: ______________________________  ______

Key Signature:          
6. What key is the piece in:_________    Draw the key signature of the first measure here:

7. Does the piece change keys?  yes   no      If yes, to what key does it modulate? ________  At what measure? _________

8. Does the piece change keys again?  yes  no   If yes, to what key ? ________   At what measure? ________

9. What is the opening dynamic marking? __________________  At what measures do dynamic markings change, use 
commas to separate measures. If no dynamic markings exist, determine what they should be at what measures:   m.9 = f

      ___________________________________________________________________________________________

Form:
10.  What measures repeat?  List the sections: ___________  ____________  ___________  ___________  ___________

11.  What measure has a first/second/third ending _________  To what measure does it repeat?_____________

12.  What measure has a first/second/third ending _________  To what measure does it repeat ?_____________

13.  Is there a DS al fine or a DC?  yes   no    If yes, to what measure does the DS go? ________  

14.  At what measure does the piece jump to the coda?______________
 
Chord Structure:
15.  Is there a prominent repeating chord structure?  yes    no     Where?  _______________  

16.  Draw and label the repeating chord structure (use letter names, capital for Major/lower case for minor).  Draw in the 
key signature and the chords.   Below the chords, label the chords with a  Major or minor 'm' and a musical alphabet letter.

 ________________________________________________________________________________________________
 ________________________________________________________________________________________________
 ________________________________________________________________________________________________
 ________________________________________________________________________________________________
 ________________________________________________________________________________________________
 

17.  Is there a melodic motif that repeats?  yes  no     At what measures?  Separate your answers with commas:

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

18.  Choose the 8-16 most challenging measures.  On the back of this paper, copy only the RHYTHM, and write the counts 
beneath the rhythm.  Be prepared to clap the rhythms.  Label each MEASURE NUMBER.


